
WHAT ROLE SHOULD HYDROGEN PLAY 
IN A FAIR ENERGY TRANSITION?

The current climate emergency is pushing us to change the energy 
paradigm. We are coming up against the planet's biophysical limits, 
oil, fossil gas and some raw materials are becoming scarce. Faced 

with this, the big companies and energy lobbies are proposing to put 
all their trust in a new energy vector: HYDROGEN. 

It must save us from energy collapse.

But what is the recipe for its implementation?
What is the fine print of the conditions under which billions 

of euros of Next Generation EU funds will be invested?
How should it be implemented in line with the principles 

of a fair eco-social transition?

HYDROGEN VALLEY OF CATALONIA
€6.5 billion

Iberdrola, Naturgy and Endesa have presented projects 
worth €53 billion, almost €7 billion for the development 

of green hydrogen.

PLAN ESPAÑA PUEDE
€1.6 billion dedicated to the hydrogen roadmap.

Possibility of reaching €17.8 billion.

€1.1 billion euros earmarked to strengthen public health.
75% earmarked for equipment replacement, not primary health care reinforcement.
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NGEU FUNDS’ HIDROGEN BOOST 

Megainfrastructures controlled by the energy oligopoly

Greenwashing of private companies

Citizens as passive consumers

Centralized model 
with hydrogen as the main resource

Negative impacts on the environment, 
people and the territory

HIDROGEN BOOST WITHIN THE ENERGY TRANSITION

Limitation of the role of big companies

Energy as a common good, not as merchandise

Democratic, transparent, affordable and green model

Decentralized model 
with planning of energy uses

New energy model 
framed within the biophysical limits


